
Phil’s Tips on using LabVIEW and encoders on an FTC robot. 

 

Caveats 

 

First let me say that what you read here are just my personal opinions based on my own 

observations.  Nothing read here should be construed as “official”, or endorsed by FIRST, NI or 

Hitechnic in any way.  They are simply things I have learned through conversations and/or 

experimentation, and things that I have found make our robot more reliable. 

 

The reader should also be reminded that there have been several updates to the FTC toolkit, so, 

before you try any of these techniques you MUST download and install the latest update from: 

http://zone.ni.com/devzone/cda/tut/p/id/7956 

 

At time of writing, I am using the Nov 17, 2008 update. 

 

Another factor that will SEVERLY hamper any attempts at using the encoders is bad wiring.  It is 

critical that 1) The motor power polarities are correct and 2) the encoders are paired with the 

correct motor.  This sounds obvious, but I have been caught twice, and if either of these is not true, 

the motors will tend to run a full power, or never stop.  Check that the red motor wire is connected 

to the +ve controller terminal, and that it is connected to the motor terminal closest to the white 

plastic circle.  Also verify that the encoder attached to Motor 1 is plugged into Encoder 1 position 

on the controller. 

 

Introduction 
 

There are only a few LabVIEW VIs that interact with the motors encoders, and they are all found 

on the Encoder sub-palette on the FTC toolkit palette.  I’ve shown these below. 

 

 
 

There are very important differences in the way these VIs interact with the physical encoders, and 

the rest of your program, so I’ll deal with them in logical groups below.   

 

ResetEncoder and ReadEncoder. 

 

LabVIEW maintains a copy of the all the encoder values in memory, so these two commands 

actually read and write this local copy.  Certain motor commands actually cause this local copy to 

be updated from the real encoder hardware in the Hitechnic controller, but not all of them, so it’s 

important to know when you can believe them, and when you can’t.   

 



For this discussion, I’ll call the local LavVIEW encoder the “Software Encoder” and I’m calling 

the one maintained by the Hitechnic Motor Controller the “Hardware Encoder”.    Generally, 

problems only arise then the H/W and S/W encoders don’t agree � 

 

ResetEncoder is used to reset (clear to zero) any one of the encoders (there are two on each motor 

controller).  This command will definitely clear the Software Encoder, but sometimes it has 

trouble actually clearing the Hardware Encoder.  This discrepancy manifests itself later on when 

the Software encoder is re-updated from the Hardware encoder.  The early code was very bad in 

this respect, but it appears that this problem was corrected in the Nov 14 update.  However, I’m 

not 100% convinced yet, to I always cover my bets by calling ResetEncoder twice in a row.  

 

ReadEncoder is used to retrieve the current encoder count (which increments by 1440 counts 

every encoder revolution).  Unfortunately, if you repeatedly call ReadEncoder in a loop and expect 

the values to change as you turn the encoder by hand you will be disappointed.  The problem is 

that since the LabVIEW code is not telling the motors to move, is assumes that there is no need to 

update the Software Encoder.  So you’ll just see the same value over and over again.  The fact is 

that the Hardware Encoder is seeing the movement, but it’s just being ignored.  This is verified by 

making a simple change to “Encoder Position.vi” to force a hardware read each time it’s called. 

 

So, to be able to get encoder updates, your program needs to call a motor function.  The simplest 

Kludge is to call ConstantSpeed with a speed value of 0 (I call this the ConstantZero call).  

Essentially you are saying… don’t move the motor, but make sure you read the Hardware Encoder 

next time I call ReadEncoder.  

 

Another instance where you’d expect ReadEncoder to actually give you the latest wheel position is 

after a call to FixedDistance or SpecifyPosition.  Once again you’d be disappointed.  In these 

instances ReadEncoder returns an encoder value that matches exactly what you asked for (eg: 

1000 counts greater than the starting value) regardless of the actual motion.  So it turns out if you 

want to know the “actual” resting position after a move command, you need to do a further 

ReadEncoder call. 

 

In the final analysis, you should pretty much ignore all the “encoder” outputs of any VI other than 

“ReadEncoder”, and only believe that if you’ve recently done a motor command. 

 

ConstantSpeed 

 

ConstantSpeed is used to achieve a fixed motor speed based on feedback from the encoder.  This 

is an excellent command for low speed functions like manipulator movement, because the motor 

controller automatically overcomes any friction in the system by increasing the motor power till 

the desired speed is achieved.    It’s unfortunate that the input to this VI is called “Power” because 

that’s not really what’s being controlled.  I suggested that this input be renamed to “Speed” (since 

it is a constant “Speed” control) but nothing came of it. 

 

There are some tricks to using this control.  Firstly, you need to continually call ConstantSpeed 

because the motor controller has a 2.5 second timeout, and if it stops getting commands it powers 

down the motors (so they coast to a stop).  Also, don’t forget that the Software Encoders aren’t 

being updated if you don’t re-issue motor commands. 

 



The first time I used this function, I set a constant speed and then entered a loop displaying the 

encoder position.  I was hoping to see the encoder increase at a constant rate.  The result was 

unexpected. The robot ran for about two seconds and then stopped with no movement ever being 

displayed on the Encoders.  Now I know why.  

 

A great use of ConstantSpeed is to feed it from the Joystick input, after adding a deadband and 

scale for +/- 100.  This enables you to make great slow turns and fast transits.  The example below 

uses two loops: One to get Bluetooth commands, and one to drive the motors using 

ConstantSpeed.  Two local variables are used to feed the drive commands between the two loops. 

 

FixedDistance and SpecifyPosition. 

 

These VI perform essentially the same action, but one is relative and the other is absolute.  

SpecifyPosition is given an absolute encoder count to obtain, and the motor(s) are driven based on 

the current encoder count.  On the other hand, FixedDistance moves the requested distance from 

the current position (it essentially adds the requested distance to the current encoder value, and 

then does the same action as a SpecifyPosition command would do). 

 

Using FixedDistance removes the requirement for you to reset the encoders, or keep track of the 

current position, but it may cause slight position errors to accumulate over several moves.  If you 

want to best accuracy, use SpecifyPosition make all your movements relative to the initial power-

on zero value. 

 

The major difference between these two commands, and all the others, is that they are both 

“Blocking” commands, which means that they wait until their action is complete before 

continuing.  This means that if you want to do anything else while the robot is moving its fixed 

distance, then you need to put it inside another loop so LabVIEW can multitask.  Unfortunately, 

neither of these commands are reentrant, which means that you can’t run two of them in different 

loops at the same time. 

  

Making an unblocking version of FixedDistance 

 

If you want to move a fixed distance on several motors simultaneously (eg: to drive your robot a 

set distance, while you also move your manipulator to a predefined position), you will need a 

version of FixedDistance that can be used on multiple motors without blocking.  This can be done 

by using a combination of ConstantSpeed and ReadEncoder VIs.   

 



In the example below, a SubVI was created for controlling a two-wheel differential drive system 

in autonomous mode.  The Reverse input is used to select 4 different motions, Fwd, Rev, Left, 

Right.   Before entering the loop, the encoders are reset, and then the program loops waiting for 

the encoders to exceed the requested count.  A 25ms delay is added to each loop to allow time for 

other processes to run, and to pace the interface with the hardware controller. 

 

By creating this as a separate VI, its properties can be set to “Reentrant”, then two instances can be 

run simultaneously to control all four DC motors.  This same VI could be used to control the drive 

and manipulator symultaniously. 

 

 
 

Note that in this sample, Distance is assumed to be in Inches, so it’s multiplied by 222 to convert it 

into counts. 

 

 

My own adaptation of the Encoder VIs. 

 

I don’t personally understand why a separate local copy of the Encoders was maintained in the 

LabVIEW functions.  It seems that in most cases when the local value is actually used, it’s being 

returned at a time when it’s either not needed, or the user really wants the actual live value.  So it’s 

basically serving no useful purpose (IMHO). 

 

I did an experiment and actually removed the Local Encoder VI from all of the encoder-based VIs.  

Then, to simplify things even further, I removed the EncoderA and EncoderB outputs from all the 

VIs except ReadEncoder.  So, if I want to know the encoder count, I have to ask for it, but when I 

do, I always get the current LIVE hardware count.  It’s more predictable behavior. 

 

Based on my current robot code, my new leaner VIs seem to work at least as well as the original 

ones.  The original ones were still giving me the occasional glitch (causing a very undesirable run-

on) so I’m interested to see if my direct-read controls perform any better. 
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